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Abstract 
Riley, D.M., Analytic pro-p groups and their graded group rings, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 90 (1993) 69-76. 
Let G be a d-generated pro-p group, and let K be any field of characteristic p. Write d for the 
augmentation ideal of the group ring KG. The dimension subgroups of G over K are defined by 
D,(G) = G n (1 + d’). We prove that if D,(G) = Di+ ,(G) then D,(G) is powerful. Subsequently, we 
show that if gr(KG) = @i,od’/d’+’ satisfies a non-trivial polynomial identity of degree n then 
G has finite rank bounded by a certain function of n, d and [, only. The converse is also true: if G has 
finite rank r then gr(KG) satisfies a polynomial identity of degree bounded by a function of r and 
p only. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finitely generated pro-p group, and let K be any field of characteristic p. - 
Then G is said to be powerful if G/@’ is abelian when p is odd, and, respectively, if G/G4 
is abelian when p = 2. Here G” denotes the closed subgroup of G generated by the set 
of nth powers of G. If G can be given the structure of a Lie group over the p-adic field 
Q, then G is called p-a&c analytic. In [S], Lazard gave the basic group-theoretic 
criterion for analyticity; namely, G is p-adic analytic if and only if G possesses 
a powerful open subgroup. Lubotzky and Mann proved in [7] that this is equivalent 
to G having Jinite rank, which is to say that there exists an integer r such that every 
closed subgroup can be generated by r elements. It also possible to characterise such 
groups in terms of their associated group ring KG. Write A for the augmentation ideal 
KG. The ith dimension subgroup of G over K is defined by Di(G) = G n (1 + A’). Put 
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gr,(G) = K@FD(@izl Di(G)/Di+i(G)). It is well known that commutation and ex- 
ponentiation by p in G induce on grK(G) the structure of a restricted Lie algebra over 
K. Using the explicit group-theoretic description of dimension subgroups given by 
Lazard in [4], it is a simple matter to see that G is powerful if and only if G’ c D3(G), 
which in turn is tantamount to the commutativity of grK(G). This idea can be 
generalised to all pro-p groups of finite rank. Indeed, in [14], Shalev proved that G has 
finite rank precisely when grK(G) is nilpotent. More importantly, he was able to 
show that this latter condition is equivalent to the graded group ring 
grK(KG) = @>od’/d’+’ satisfying a non-trivial polynomial identity. The primary 
aim of this article is to construct bounds for Shalev’s result. Our main tool is the 
following theorem, which may be of some interest in its own right. We write yi(G) for 
the ith term of the lower central series of G. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a finitely generated pro-p group. Zf G satisjies the property 
y,(G) E D,+,(G) then Di(G) is powerfulfor all i 2 m. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies only on a pair of commutator relations for 
dimension subgroups discussed in the next section. Using this result it is straight- 
forward to deduce that a pro-p group of finite rank r contains a powerful open 
characteristic subgroup of index at most 
rrhg2(2r)i 
P T if p is odd, and 
p0g2w+ 1)~ , if p = 2. 
However, the bounds provided in [7] are slightly stronger, and so we omit the proof. 
Another key result from [7] is that a powerful pro-p group G satisfies the property 
rk(G) = d(G), where rk(G) denotes the rank of G and d(G) represents the minimal 
number of elements required to topologically generate G. As an application to our 
theorem, we can generalise this notion as follows: 
Corollary 1.2. Let G be a finitely generated pro-p group such that y,,,(G) G D,+,(G). 
Then G has rank bounded by a function p depending on m, d = d(G), and p only. In 
particular, 
rk(G) < p(m, d, p) = p’(d - 1) + t + 1, 
where t = c d’(1 + Llog,((m - l)/i)j). 
i=l 
We shall see that if gr,(G) is nilpotent of class c then yC+ I (G) c D,+,(G). Therefore, 
rk(G) I p(c + 1, d(G), p). A similar result was established in [12] using different 
techniques. Using this observation we are able to construct bounds for Shalev’s result. 
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To this end, define an integral function IC by ~(n, d, p) = p”(m - 1) + m + u + 1, 
where m = p”(d - 1) + 1 and u = (3n4)” * 236n4-5. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that G is a jinitely generated pro-p group. Then the following 
statements hold. 
(1) If G has jnite rank r then gr(KG) satisfies a non-trivial polynomial of degree 
prr10g2w-)i 3 if p is odd, and 
2rrhg2(2r+ i)i ) zfp=2. 
(2) If gr(KG) satisjes a non-trivial polynomial of degree n then G has rank bounded 
by ~(1 + ~(n, d(G), P)> d(G), P). 
The proof of part (2) depends in great part on a recent theorem due to Petrogradski 
[lo], where he characterises restricted Lie superalgebras whose restricted universal 
enveloping algebras satisfy a non-trivial polynomial identity. This is relevant to our 
present needs since according to Quillen’s theorem [ll], gr(KG) is the restricted 
universal envelope of gr,(G). We deduce from these two results that if gr(KG) satisfies 
a non-trivial polynomial identity of degree n then grK(G) is nilpotent of class at most 
0, d(G), P). 
2. Powerful open subgroups 
Lazard derived the following group-theoretic description of the dimension sub- 
groups of a group G over a field K of characteristic p > 0: 
D,(G) = n Yi(G)P’. 
ipJ>n 
By yi(G)‘” we mean the subgroup of G generated by the elements xp’, x E yi(G). If G is 
a finitely generated pro-p group then Dz(G) is the Frattini subgroup of G and the set 
of all D,,(G) forms a neighbourhood base for the identity. In this case, put 
pd” = IR,(GYR,+~(G)l for each n. Then dI = d(G). This number also coincides with 
the minimal number of elements needed to generate grK(G) as a restricted Lie algebra. 
It follows directly from the definition of the dimension subgroups that 
[Dm(G), D,(G)] c D,+,(G) and D,(G)P c Dp,(G) for each pair of positive integers 
m and n. However, for our purposes we shall require the more delicate estimates 
provided in the lemma below. We use left-normed commutators for both groups and 
Lie algebras, and adopt the convention that [x, ky] = [x, k_ ,y, y] for all k 2 2. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let G be an arbitrary group and k, m, n positive integers such that m 2 n. 
Then the following statements hold. 
(1) C&(G)>4 G ~t+k(G)b,+pdG). 
(2) C&t(G),k(G)l E ~m+n(G)Rn+~n(G). 
Proof. (1) It suffices to show [Dm(G), G] E Y,,,+ I (C)D,+,(G) for all positive integers 
m. Let ipj 2 m, x E yi(G) and y E G. We must prove that [xp’, y] E y,+i(G)D,+,(G). 
This is clear if j = 0, so assume that j 2 1. Put H = (x, [x, y]). Then using Hall’s 
collection formula (see Lemma VIII.l.l of [3], for example) we have 
CxP’, Yl = cx, YIP’ mod(H’)P’ fi Y~I(H)~‘-‘. 
l=l 
However, 
EX, YI" E Yi+l(GIP’ G Dm+p(G), 
(H’)” c CYi+l(GL yi(G)I”’ E D~rn+p(G), 
y,,(H) c I+~,+~(G) G 7,+1(G), and 
ypr(H)P’-’ E Yip,+l(G)P’m’ G D,+,(G) if I #j, 
and so the proof follows. 
(2) Let ip j 2 m, x E yi(G) and y ED,(G). It is enough to show that 
Cxp’>yl s ~rn+n(G)D ,+,,(G). Ifj = 0 then i 2 m. Thus 
by part (l), and the result follows since m 2 n. Assume then thatj 2 1. Again by Hall’s 
collection formula we have 
CxP’, Yl = cx, VI”’ mod(H’)p’ fi ypl(H)P’m’, 
I=1 
where H = (x, [x, y]). But using part (1) observe that 
CX, YIP' E CYi(G),Dn(GIIP’ G Di+n(G)” c Dm+pn(G), 
(H’)” c CD,(G), yi(GLyi(G)lp’ E DZm+pn(G), 
~pl(H) E CD,(G), plyi c CD,(G),,Gl G Y~+,,(G)D~~+~(GX and 
Y,I(H)~‘-’ E [Dn(G), iplG]PJm’ s Dipl+,(G)“-’ s D,tpn(G) if I #j. 0 
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It is an immediate consequence of part (2) of the lemma together with the graded 
structure of gr,(G) that grK(G) is nilpotent if and only if y,(G) 5 D,+1(G) for some 
integer m. Moreover, the class of gr,(G) is the minimal c such that yE+ i(G) E DCf2(G). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Write yi = y;(G) and Di = Di(G) for all i. Suppose first that p is 
odd, and let i 2 m - L(m + 1)/p]. Since Y,,, G Dm+i, by part (1) of Lemma 2.1 we find 
It follows easily that 
Now using part (2) of Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
DI E yziD,i+i c y2iDp = Dip, 
as required. 
Now assume that p = 2, and put i 2 [m/21. Then yzi c D2i+ 1, and so from Lemma 
2.1 we have Yki G Yki+ iD,o_ l,,i+ 1 for all k 2 2. It follows that 
“?ki E Yki+lD’- z (k 1)i = Do- l)i = D:km l)i. 
Indeed, let H be any finitely generated pro-2 group. Then because H/H2 is abelian, 
HZ is of finite index in H and thus open; see [2, Theorem 1.171. In particular, then 
D2i = Df,Dqi= D$ and D,i = D&. 
Using Hall’s collection formula and Lemma 2.1 we now find that 
[ID?, Di] c [Di, Di12 [Di> Di, Di] C_ (y2iD3i)2y3iDsi z Dbi = Dzi, 
and consequently that 
[D:,DF] G [DiyDf12[Df, Di,Di] c Dii[Dzi,Di], 
Observe next that 
CDZi, Di] C [Dzi, Di]'[Di, D,i, D,i] L (y3iDqi)2ysiDsi s D:iD,i. 
This yields D;i G (D$)2, which is equivalent to Dzi being powerful: see [2, p. 491. It 
now suffices to show that D, = Dzi when i = [m/21. If m is even, this is trivial. On the 
other hand, if m is odd then by Lazard’s formula we have D, = ymD,+ 1= 
D n+l=Dzi. 0 
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Notice that in the odd characteristic case we actually proved the somewhat stronger 
result that y,(G) c Dmfl (G) forces Di(G) to be powerful for all i 2 m - L(m + 1)/p]. 
For the remainder of the article set _I,?’ = grK(G), and for each m 2 1 put 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Because y,(G) E D,+I(G), then D,(G) is powerful by 
Theorem 1.1. Thus from [7] it follows that rk(D,(G)) = d(D,(G)). Now 
rk (Cl I rk (D,(G)) + rk (G/Q,,(G)) 2 W,(G)) + log,1 W,(G) 1. 
We claim that /G/D,(G)/ _< p’, where 
Indeed, put 2 = LZ/D,(_Y). Then _I,%’ is a restricted Lie algebra of dimension 
log,(G/D,(G)I that satisfies yi(~)” = 0 whenever ipj 2 m. Here yi(2)” represents 
the restricted subalgebra of 9 generated by pj-powers of the ith term of the lower 
central series of 2. Let X be a minimal generating set of 2. Then IX 1 I d,. 
Moreover, _I? is spanned by the set of all elements of the form [xi,. . , Xi] pi, where 
the xk lie in X and ipj < m - 1. The proof of the claim now follows from the fact that 
0 I j I [log, (m - 1)/i) J. 
Consequently, by the NielsonSchreier theorem for pro-finite groups we have 
d(D,(G)) 5 p’(d - 1) + 1. Refer to Proposition 1.7 of [a]. Thus, rk(G) 5 p’(d - 1) + 
t + 1, as desired. q 
3. Polynomial identities 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G is a pro-p group with jinite rank r. Then the following 
statements hold. 
(1) 9 is nilpotent of class at most 
2r-1, ifp is odd, and 
2r, if p = 2. 
(2) lGID,(G)I I p rr logznl for every integer n 2 1. 
Proof. (1) Suppose first that p is odd. We claim that di = 0 for some i 5 2r. Indeed, 
D,(G)/D,,(G) is elementary p-abelian, and hence I D,(G)/D,,(G) ( I p”. It follows that 
either d, = .. . = d2*- 1 = 1 or di = 0 for some i 5 2r - 1. So we may safely assume 
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that the former case holds. But d, = 1 forces D,(G)’ = [D,(G), D,+1(G)] c D2r+l(G). 
Hence D,(G)lD,, + I ((3 is elementary p-abelian because p is odd. It follows that 
d2, = 0. Having proved the claim, notice that, in any case, yzl(G) & DZr+ ,(G). 
In even characteristic a similar examination of D,, 1(G) shows that di = 0 for some 
iI2r+ 1. 
(2) It suffices to observe that each factor D,,(G)/D,,+l(G) is elementary p-abelian 
and hence of order at most p’. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be any group, and let [(Y) denote the centre of 9. If 
dim Z/{(_Y) < co then 9 is nilpotent. 
Proof. It is easy to check that c(g) is homogeneous. Therefore there exists an integer 
k such that DPk(9’) E [(_Y). It follows that Ypk c i(g). Since ad(xPk) = (adx)P”, 
this forces Z/[(Y) to be nilpotent by Engel’s theorem. Consequently, J.Z, too, is 
nilpotent. 0 
At this point it will be necessary to employ one of Petrogradski’s results, Proposi- 
tion 4.9 of [lo]. Let us express it only in the form most useful for our purposes: 
Theorem. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra ouer ajeld of characteristic p > 0. Suppose 
that its restricted universal enveloping algebra u(L) satisjes a non-trivial polynomial 
identity of degree n. Then L contains a restricted ideal C nilpotent of class at most two 
which satisfies dim L/C < (3n4)’ 2 - 236n4- 5. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Let L be an arbitrary restricted Lie algebra over a$eld of character- 
istic p. 
(1) If A is an abelian restricted ideal of L such that dim L/A = a < co then u(L) 
satisfies a non-trioial polynomial identity of degree 2~“. 
(2) If L is d-generated as a restricted Lie algebra such that u(L) satisfies a non-trivial 
polynomial of degree n then dim L/[(L) < K(n, d, p). 
Proof. (1) Using the PBW theorem for restricted universal enveloping algebras (see, 
for example, [15]) we find that u(L) is a free left u(A)-module of rank p”. We may 
embed u(L) into the endomorphism algebra of this module by identifying x E u(L) 
with right multiplication by x. Hence 
u(L) s End,(,,u(L) E M,,(u(A)). 
Now by the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem we find that u(L) satisfies the standard 
polynomial s2,. . 
(2) Let C be a restricted ideal of L as in Petrogradski’s theorem, and put 
u = (3n4)‘2.236”‘m5, Then dim L/C < u. Because L is d-generated, by Witt’s theorem 
we find that C can be generated by m = p”(d - 1) + 1 elements. See [l], for example. 
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Now put @J(C) = Cp + C’. Then dim C/@(C) = m, and hence @(C) can be generated 
by p”(m - 1) + 1 elements. Thus dimL/@(@(C)) 5 u + m + p”(m - 1) + 1 = 
~(n, d, p). Since ad (x”) = (ad x)” for every x E L and C is nilpotent of class at most two, 
it is easy to see that @(Q(C)) = (Cp + C’)p is central in L. Therefore, 
dim L/[(L) 2 K(IZ, d, p). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (1) Recall that by Quillen’s theorem gr(KG) is the restricted 
universal enveloping algebra of 9. Let us indicate this fact by writing gr(KG) = u(9). 
Put A = D,(Z) if p is odd, and A = D,+ 1 (2) if p = 2. Then by part (1) of Lemma 3.1 
we find that A is abelian. Let a = dim T/A. From the second part of Lemma 3.1 we 
have a = log,lG/D,(G)I I rrlog,r 1 if p is odd, and a I r rlog,(r + l)] if p = 2. The 
proof follows by part (1) of the preceding proposition. 
(2) By appealing to part (2) of the proposition, we find that dim Z/[(9) I 
~(n, dl, p). Therefore Y is nilpotent by Lemma 3.2. Furthermore, if 9’ is not abelian 
then its class c satisfies c I dim Z/[(9). Indeed, put _.@ = 9/i(Y). Then the class 
of _@ is exactly c - 1. Also dim __@/yz (2) 2 2, for otherwise _5?’ is l-generated 
and hence 55’ is abelian. It now follows that c 5 dim _@bj,(5?‘) = dim 2 since 
dimy,(g)/yi+i(2) 2 1 for all 2 I i 5 c - 1. 
Now recall the remarks made subsequent to Corollary 1.2. 0 
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